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VOLUME XXI. SECOND EDITION.-2b.

THOROUGHLY REVISED AND BROUGHT UP TO DATE: NEW AND ENLARGED EDITION
LYRA ELEGANTIARUM :

A Collection of the best Social and Occasional Verse 
by deceased English Authors.

Edited by Frederick Locker-La mpson, (Author of “ London Lyrics,** etc.), 
Assisted by Conlson Keruahan.

“ Another highly agreeable volume is a recent addition made to their excellent * Minerva Library ' 
— one of the best libraries of the day—by Messrs. Ward and Lock. It is a new and enlarged edition 
of the 4 Lyra Elegantiarum ‘ of Mr. Locker-Lampson, a fitting arbiter ejegantue. This chaiming 
collection is a favourite with all who like verse of that light and graceful kind in which Mr. Locker— 
to call him by his more familiar name—excels, and its appearance in a cheap form is matter for 
congratulation."—At'icnceum.

VOLUME XXII. SECOND EDITION.-2»

CARLYLE’S
SARTOR RESARTUS, HEROES & HERO-WORSHIP, 

PAST AND PRESENT,
With Critical Introduction, Portrait of Carlyle and other Illustrations,
“The latest issue of the 1 Minerva Library ' is a perfect treasure-house. ... One of the most 

remarkable books of the century."—Northampton Mercury

VOLUME XXIII.—28.

THE LIFE AND LETTERS OF 
BENJAMIN FRANKLIN.

INCLUDING HIS AUTOBIOGRAPHY.
Edited from * is Manuscripts and Correspondence by JOUX BIOELOW. 

With an Authentic Portrait of Franklin.
This is the fullest and mist important life of Franklin, almost entirely in his own words, giving, 

in addition to the narrative of his extraordinary early struggles, his career as a printer and his 
scientific studies{ a copious account of the events which led up to the War of Independence, the 
negotiations during the war, and those by which peace was concluded. The pictures of social life in 
England and France in the latter half of the eighteenth century given in Franklin's letters are of the 
utmost interest. _____________ _____

VOLUME XXIV.—28.

BECKFORD’S VATHEK
EUROPEAN TRAVELS:

THE HISTORY OF THE CALIPH VATHEK : AND TRAVELS IN VARIOUS PARTS 
OF EUROPE.

BY WILLIAM BECKFORD.
With Bioyraphical Introduction and Portrait of Beck ford.

William Beck ford, the millionaire of Fonthill, is known to the present generation chiefly by his 
remarkable Oriental romance, “ Vathek." His European Travels, written at the same early age, are 
scarcely less remarkable for their poetic fancy and their unconventionality. The greater part of them 
were first printed, bat not published, in 1784, and are in this edition restored to their original form, 
which was much altered (for the worse) when published in 1878, in the Author’s old age. They 
present a striking picture of Europe before the French Revolution, and deserve to rank with 
Borrows “ Bible in Spain."
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